
 How Many Gods Represent Our Group?
Isaiah 40

 This question may seem to border on the ridiculous, because we may want to think, 

worshiping only the God Jehovah represents the participants of our group. However, 
there can be group members who are serving multiple gods in their lives.  In the days of 
Isaiah the people of God were giving more of their attention to the possible benefits of 

serving other gods.  In Isaiah 40:9 we find, “Here is you God!”   Such words come with 
such a keen awareness of the times.  The larger culture of the day recognized the 
“assembly of the gods.”  This assembly was pictured as a circle in the sky with various 
Gods representing various nations.  This group of gods would meet and determine the 
fate of the people. Nations and individuals in the secular world had their favorite god that 

they thought would represent them well or meet a particular need.  Some gods were 
known to be more effective in satisfying some needs more than others.  This error in 
thinking, to moderately consider the benefits of other gods rather than waiting on God 
Jehovah to meet their needs, crept into the minds and hearts of God’s own people.  In 
lifestyle, some even viewed God Jehovah as simply one among the other gods, all coming 

together collectively or individually to meet the people’s needs.  Isaiah, who prophesied 
to those God had given him for half a century, realized the people had bought into the 
culture and were depending on more than God Jehovah to meet their needs.   
 In response, Isaiah went back to basics with his people.  He asked God’s own 
people, who should have never considered serving multiple gods, this question, “Do you 

not know?  Have you not heard?” (Isaiah 40:21, NIV).  These words were sandwiched 
between verse 18, “To whom, then, will you compare God?” and verse 25, “To whom 
will you compare me? Or who is my equal? says the Holy one.”  
 Rallying Israel to serve only one God was key to Israel’s happiness, much less 
survival, because serving multiple gods would only multiply their misery.  Also, Israel 

needed Jehovah because only He could give them the daily strength for life’s challenges.  
 Whether in Isaiah’s day or with small group leaders in our own time, we can remind 
people of these benefits in serving the one true God.   First of all, while we wait on God, 
we will experience the ability to soar like the eagle.  That is, just like the eagle flies so 
high he can see a much broader picture of what is happening at the ground level, we can 

be aware of the bigger picture of all that is happening as we focus on the one true God.  



Also, while our physical bodies may be declining in this life, the endless sky can 

represent the endless possibilities of our spiritual experiences.  
 A second benefit Isaiah acknowledges in serving God in this life is the extra 
strength for life’s crises.  Sometimes we need the ability to run.  We need the extra energy 
to quickly escape danger or the power to run against life’s winds.  It is assumed, no one 
can run any faster than they are spiritually in shape to do so. 

 A third benefit of serving this one God Jehovah is to be able to walk.  Israel needed 
strength, not only to soar in the heavens and run against all the winds of time, but to walk 
in the mundane of everyday life. 
 Ultimately every small group needs an occasional reminder that there may be the 
allurements to other gods such as materialism, pleasure, and self seeking that distracts our 

group.  However, acknowledging these false gods and their false promises can excite us 
to receive His mighty strength to soar, to run, and even to walk in the mundane with a zip 
of hope in each step. 

Scripture from New International Version, 1984, by International Bible Society.


